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EXT. WOMANS CLINIC DAY

CU

We see a woman’s legs exit the front door of the clinic and 
walk down the walk to the Mercedes SL in the driveway. 
Another Woman a Nurse SHEILA (25 - 35) stands in the open 
front doorway. As the car door opens we cut to a long shot of 
the Car, driveway and clinic

LS

SHEILA
Have a good week-end Dr Lamia, You 
earned it.

DR LAMIA
Thanks, Sheila, I’ll see you Monday 
morning

The Mercedes backs out and heads down the street

A White Van pulls out from a side street and follows the 
Mercedes. A Man drives the Van, a woman sits in the passenger 
seat. A third occupant (a man) braces himself between the two 
front seats.

Int white van day

MR JOHNSTON
(on cellphone) We’re on our way.

EXT GATED DRIVEWAY DAY

CU

We see close up of hands slip a black garbage bag over a 
security camera.

LS

of “hooded” male then winds chain around gate to secure it 
closed. And hides in bushes

The Mercedes drives along a road ... later the van follows

The Mercedes pulls up, the woman cannot open the gate with 
controller, then notices the chain around the gate. She gets 
out to inspect. 
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The van pulls up behind, the door opens, one man jumps out, 
he and the man from the bushes grab Dr Lamia and throw her 
into the Van. They all get in the Van and it roars off. The 
Mercedes is still idling in the driveway with the door open.

ROAD THROUGH WOODS

EXT Woods day

Shots on white van making its way through the woods towards 
Calvin’s Cabin

MASTER SHOT

We see Calvin’s Cabin and behind it Mr. Johnston on a Back 
hoe.

In front of the Cabin a Black Jeep TJ is parked.

Mr. Johnston gets off the back-hoe and grabs shotgun and 
walks toward the Cabin.

Van pulls up in front of Calvin’s Cabin.

Three people get out, two men and a woman. The two men open 
the sliding door and lift Dr Lamia out. Dr Lamia is bound and 
gagged in a lawn chair, there are two 2x4’s duck taped to the 
chair making it a litter style conveyance

INT Calvin’s Cabin Day

There is a desk in a prominent spot and a bench along a wall. 
(On the wall hangs an American Flag and a portrait of Barak 
Obama.) There is a laptop, a Bible, a hammer and a block of 
wood on the desk and a video camera on a tripod is pointed at 
where Dr Lamia will be placed. The two men place Dr Lamia in 
front facing the desk and video camera. They then sit with 
the woman on the bench. Mr JOHNSTON enters with a shotgun. He 
rests the shotgun against the wall. He takes an SD tape from 
his pocket and inserts it into the camera and turns the 
camera on.

MR JOHNSTON
Hello everyone. Blake, you can 
remove the gag.

Blake gets up from bench removes gag from Dr Lamia then sits 
back down at bench.
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MR JOHNSTON (CONT’D)
Dr Lamia, we have brought you here 
to stand trial for the killing of 
my unborn grand child “Nameless 
Johnson”

DR LAMIA (YELLING)
This is crazy, let me go!

MR JOHNSTON
Dr Lamia, you must refrain from 
yelling in this court or you will 
be gaged

DR LAMIA
What court is this? This is no 
court.

MR JOHNSTON
This is indeed a court, it is the 
court in the jurisdiction of 
nameless Johnson. I am Judge and my 
wife Helen, 

Gesturing to the woman seated on the bench

MR JOHNSTON (CONT’D)
Is the jury. I will present the 
case for the prosecution. Because 
you have no council, I will also 
act as your Attorney.

DR LAMIA (YELLING)
Let me go. I don’t know what you’re 
talking about. I never killed 
anyone.

MR JOHNSTON
I told you no yelling. This court 
is now in session. Please watch 
this recording.

Mr Johnston inserts a DVD into the laptop, it starts and 
plays the statement by his granddaughter Sarah.

In the recording Sarah is seated in a chair, there is a hand 
on her shoulder, she looks glum, she is about to read a 
prepared statement. A voice (Helen) says, “Just read your 
statement dear”

SARAH (ON LAPTOP)
My name is Sarah Johnson, on 
September 16 2015, I was operated 
on at the Woman’s Clinic. 

(MORE)
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The purpose of the procedure was to 
kill my unborn child who my 
Grandfather has named, “Nameless 
Johnson”. The Doctor who killed my 
unborn child was Dr. Lamia.

A voice (Helen) says, “That was perfect dear”. The recording 
freezes (it has finished) Sarah is still sitting in the chair 
with the hand on her shoulder.

Mr Johnston closes the laptop and sits in his chair behind 
the desk he faces Dr. Wilson.

MR JOHNSTON
Dr Lamia, you are accused by my 
granddaughter of killing her unborn 
child, how do you plead?

DR LAMIA
I didn’t kill anyone, your 
granddaughter had an abortion, pure 
and simple there was nothing 
illegal about it. I demand you let 
me loose this instant.

MR JOHNSTON
Dr Lamia, I remind you that you 
find yourself in the jurisdiction 
of nameless Johnson, and in this 
jurisdiction it is indeed a very 
serious crime to kill nameless 
Johnson.  You did not bother to 
check if nameless Johnson had a 
grandfather. Did you think no one 
would care for nameless Johnson?

DR LAMIA
You have no right over Sarah, she 
was not a minor, what you want is 
irrelevant.

MR JOHNSTON
Once again I must remind you where 
you are. You are in the 
jurisdiction of nameless Johnson. 
You killed nameless. I would have 
taken care of nameless. Once again 
I ask you how do you plead?

DR LAMIA
You’re crazy!

SARAH (ON LAPTOP) (CONT'D)
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MR JOHNSTON
Dr. Wilson, Sarah’s statement 
constitutes the case for the 
Prosecution. At this time I will 
act as your council and ask you if 
there is any statement or evidence 
you would like me to submit in your 
defence.

DR LAMIA (YELLING)
I am a licenced Doctor, nothing 
I’ve done is illegal.

MR JOHNSTON (AS DEFENCE COUNCIL)
The defense rests.

(as Judge)
Helen, have you reached a verdict?

HELEN
Guilty

MR JOHNSTON
Blake, you and Bob gag the 
defendant and place her in the 
hole. Then go home, I will carry 
out the sentence.

Blake and Bob gag a screaming Dr. Lamia and carry the 
“litter” out of the Cabin

EXT BEHIND CALVIN’S CABIN

The two men carry Dr Lamia in the “litter” to the Back-hoe 
and place her in the hole. She disappears from view. The two 
men return to the White Van and drive off. Mr and Mrs. 
Johnston walk to the “hole”, Mr. Johnston carries the 
shotgun. They pause over the hole for a moment, Mr Johnston 
tosses video of trial into the hole. Mr. Johnston aims and 
fires ...

MR JOHNSTON
You reap what you sow

He hands the shotgun to Mrs. JOHNSTON

MRS. JOHNSTON
Well, Nameless can rest in peace

MR JOHNSTON
You can take the Jeep, I’ll drive 
this back on the North trail. 

(MORE)
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(Mrs Johnston walks back 
to the cabin carrying the 
shotgun. Mr JOHNSTON 
mounts the Back-hoe and 
starts it up.)

Closing shot of back-hoe filling in “hole”

MR JOHNSTON (CONT'D)
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